The list of finds of sceattas published 35 years ago by Sutherland has proved a most useful aid to research. It has been supplemented by the lists of provenances given by Hill in his articles in the 1950s. Since then, much new information has come to light, and an up-to-date and thoroughly revised list seems desirable. We have adopted nothing from either Sutherland or Hill without verification, and unsupported citations from them, or from Sutherland's principal unprinted source, the MS. notes of D. F. Allen, made partly from memory, are given only to forestall questions about reputed findspots. Duplications are explained and exploded rather than passed over. Finds are, if possible, not multiplied *praeter necessitatem*.

Coins are listed in accordance with the series classification in the immediately preceding article. In the interest of economy, we have restricted the plates almost entirely to provenanced coins of which photographs have not previously been published. Even so, we have been able to illustrate over fifty new coins.

The list of place-names is in alphabetical order, not under counties; but the historic county, abbreviated as in the *Oxford Dictionary of English Place-names*, is given in each case, with the current administrative county, if different, in parentheses after it. The place-name is normally a parish, sometimes a conspicuous locality within it, or alternatively this is given after the parish-name, and in any case they are cross-referenced. In some cases a brief description of the locality is given, especially its status in Roman (abbr. 'R') or Anglo-Saxon, generally, in fact, Middle-Saxon, times (abbr. 'A-S'). In the case of famous cities this is not needed. Names entirely in parentheses are findspots erroneously reported, or most probably so; in a few unsubstantiated cases the benefit of doubt is given, i.e. they are possible and cannot be dismissed on negative evidence.

There are only two large hoards, Aston Rowant and Hougham. These, together with grave-groups and small hoards of from 3 to 20 coins, when their integrity is certain, are signalled by italics; pairs, singles, even large assemblages with no guarantee of association, are not distinguished.

Each entry, so far as information is available, is in four lines:

1. precise location with Grid reference (six-figure), and circumstances of finding;
2. *BMC* type, with finer description, and weight. Information on the alloy of the coins, which makes up the third and last section of our joint project, has had to be deferred to a later volume because of pressure on space. The figures published in *Studies in the Composition of Early Medieval Coins* (1968) have been re-checked, and tin has now been measured in many more sceattas.
3. date of discovery, present or last-known location, sometimes pedigree;
4. printed references, where possible subsuming other references, with notices of
illuminations; where unpublished, sources of personal information. If neither is given
one or other of us has seen the coin or a photograph or cast of it. In line iii ‘ca.’
implies a margin of a decade or so; ‘ante’ means at any time, perhaps a long period,
up to and including the date of first notice, while, e.g. ‘1950–.’ means 1950 or shortly
(not more than one or two years) before. The series-letter is given in the left-hand
margin against line ii, or wherever appropriate in those long entries where some form
of internal tabulation is used instead of the four-line pattern.

Distribution

Where the numbers are sufficient a distribution-map is provided for each series
(pp. 33, 35, and 37). The possible pitfalls of reasoning from such evidence are well
known, for instance, of confusing area of acceptance with place of production—indeed,
of confusing acceptance with rejection. The grave-hoards seem a fair and consistent
index of acceptance, but such hoards themselves have a restricted distribution.
A repeated pattern of stray finds (as in Series R) is certainly good evidence of accept-
ance and probably of mintage. The rest needs care in evaluation: but provisionally
the following generalizations, sometimes unexpected, may be made, which affect no
series in particular:

i. the relation of finds to ridgeways and other drove-roads, reflecting perhaps
already the ‘big business’ of droving, one of the few trades calling for money;

ii. the number found on Roman sites and hill forts (useful for herding and cattle-
fairs as well as defence), though this may be affected by excavation with other than
Anglo-Saxon ends on these sites;

iii. the striking irregularity, both in number and variety, of finds from urban sites
and ports;

iv. not only the maritime pattern of distribution but the importance of the Thames
(but no other river), throughout its length, almost repeating that in the period of
settlement;

v. as one of us has noticed elsewhere, the sudden expansion, with the secondary
series, from little more than ‘old’ Kent and the lower Thames to the whole of Mercia
and most of Wessex.

ABINGDON, Brk (Ox). A-S minster-site.
I. Wootton Rd., 1/2 km. NW. of abbey
(SU 493980).
U Type 23b. 1.07 g.
ca. 1957. Ashm. M.
Metcalf 1972 (pl. VI, 1).
II. ‘Near’, no further details.
E Porcupine, A. 0.77 g.
Metcalf 1966 (pl. XVI, 42).

ASTON ROWANT, Ox.
HOARD. Grove Wood, near Icknield Way
(SU 743983).

A, B (+ BZ), C, D, E, F 324 recovered. Types,
including derivatives: Frisian Runic (162);
Porcupines (62), Primary Runic (46); 27
inc. 29 (1), (26); Frankish (8); 2a (4).
1971, 1974-. 188 in B.M., rest dispersed.
J. P. C. Kent, in Oxoniensia xxxvii (1972),
243-4; Seaby, 1972, 227; Med. Arch., xvi
(1972), 160; Coin Hoards, 1 (1975), 87;
Glend., 13:III:1975, lots 211-42 (illus.).

AXFORD, in Ramsbury, Wi. (SU 251703)
ante 1892. In Brooke colln., and probably
sold to Spinks, 1912.
Mentioned in J. W. Brooke’s notebook in
Devizes M., and in Marlborough Coll., 1892.
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BADSEY, Wo.

Badsey Fields, lands of G. Jones (SP 08 43).

L Type 12 ('Hwiccian' style).

1945-. Worcester M?

Tr. Worcs. Arch. Soc., N.S. xxi (1944), 77; Metcalf 1976a (pl. 12, 10); id., 1977 (fig. 16); SCBI Midlands, —.

BANBURY, Ox.

On allotment, SW. of town centre (SP 45 1394), near Salt Way.

J Type 37 (plated imitation). 0-75 g.

1964. Ashm. M.

Metcalf 1965; id., 1976b.

BARHAM, K (Breach Down).

Grave-find in excavated barrow-cemetery, 1 km. S. of church (TR 20 7490).

A, B 5 coins: 2 of series A (Type 2a), 3 of B (Type 27).

1841. 1 coin in B.M., 1 formerly Lockett coll; rest untraced.

C. Roach Smith, CA, i, 7 (pi. VI); Rigold 1960 ('Hoard III'), 1 illus.

BARHAM, K (parish, not Breach Down).

I. In village (TR 20 5500 app.).

E Porcupine, V. 1:15 g.

1843-. Ashm. M., Evans bequest, ex Rolfe. Metcalf 1966 (pi. XV, 7); Akerman in Archaeologia, xxx, 56, which gives the find-spot, does not compel description as Type 2a (Rigold 1960, 51) and most likely refers to the Rolfe coin.

II, III. See Kingston Down.

BARRINGTON, Ca.

I. Malton Farm, 3 km. SW. of church (TL 37 3485).

U Type 23e (imitative?). 0-78 g.

1867. Ashm. M.

II, III, and possibly another, associated (?).

E Porcupines, D and G. 0-76 g.; 0-68 g. Late 19th cent. Fitzw. M., ex Conybeare coll.


BATH, So (Avon).

Small silver coins resembling the early Saxon sceattas are said to have been found in a small copper box inside a stone coffin, presumably in the 1755 excavations. Whether these coins really were sceattas is uncertain. Thompson, in Med. Arch., iii (1959), 281, discussing Lewis, Topog. Dict. Engl. i, 169.
BRIGHTON, Sx, hinterland of (?).  
Provenance and authenticity queried, but said to be local.

L  Type 34. 1-10 g.  
Metcalf, Merrick, and Hamblin 1968, 28; Metcalf 1976b.

BROADSTAIRS, K.  
Grave-find in excavated cemetery, Valetta House, now Bradstow School (TR 395671).

A, B  8 coins; 3 of series A (Type 2a), 5 of B (Type 27).  
1911. 7 coins in private possession, 1 lost.  
Rigold 1960 ('Hoard F'), with references (7 illus.). (Baldwin Brown, iii, 84, 108 is an erroneous reference to this).

BURGH CASTLE, Sf. R. Shore-fort; A-S minster-site.  
Four separate finds, all 'secondary Runic' or allied.

I. Within fort, S. end, on site of motte (TL 474 044).

R  R2, 'epa', clear votive legend, annulet cross-terminals.  
ca. 1850 (probably 1857).  

II. Type 70 (R2zb), standard with saltire for obv. 1-02 g.  
ante 1950. B.M. ex Lockett.  
Hill 1953.

III. Within fort.

R  R2, 'wigrasd', biaxially symmetrical standard.  
1967. Electrotype in Norwich Castle M.  
IV. Outside fort to NE. (TL 477047 app.).

R  R2, as I but normal terminals. 1-05 g.  
Coppery surface.  
1976. Private coll., cast in Norwich Castle M.  

Cackham, see Cackham.

CAISTER-ON-SEA (by YARMOUTH), Nf. R.  
Small walled town; A-S settlement.

Five separate finds, all except I from excavations by C. Green, 1952-4.

I. 'Trench in main street' (TG 522122?).  

R  R2, 'epa'.  
1932. Casts in BM and Norwich Castle M.  
Shown in B.M. 1938; letter from D. F. Allen, XII: 1941, Rigold 1960 (illus.).  
II. Courtyard of R. inn, near A-S hut-site (TG 516124).

R  R2, 'spi'.  
Rigold 1960 (illus.).  

CAISTER ST. EDMUNDS (by NORWICH), Nf.  
civitas capital; A-S cemetery.

Not from recorded excavations (TG 23 03).

R  Two coins, both secondary Runic, R2.  
ante 1909.  
Sotheby, 1: VI: 1909, 3.

CAISTER-ON-THE-WOLDS, Li. R. fort or small town; possible minster.  
Grammar School, boarding house (TA 115013).

1966?  

CAKEHAM, Sx. Episcopal manor in West Wittering, near Selsey.  
E  Porcupine. Possibly a beach-find (SZ 783973 app.).  
ante 1913.  
Sotheby, 17: XI: 1913. lot 155.

CAKEHAM, Sx.  
HOARD. No hint of closer provenance has appeared.

Q, R  At least 9 coins, probably 12 or more, but J. Evans thought that the 9 he reported comprised many of a 'small' hoard. Types: secondary Runic, R2 (6 [Evans, 4-9; 3 'ep', 1 'spi', 2 'wigrasd'], plus, possibly, 3 [SCBI Fitzw., 234-6: 1 'ep', 2 'wigrasd'], 1 in Hill 1951); Type 44 (3 [Evans], plus, possibly, 2 [Granley coll., noted by Allen from near Cambridge]; probably those, 1 with both animals laterally reversed, in Sotheby 17: XI: 1913, ex P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton, and NCirc 1920, 77788). Any but the Evans coins may be separate finds but 'near Cambridge' about the same date is suggestive. 1890s. Ashm. M., Evans bequest, and Fitzw. M. (?). J. Evans, NC 3, xiv (1894), 18-28 (all illus.); Rigold 1960 ('Hoard IX').
CAMBRIDGE, near (separate finds).
C I. Rly or Rlz, of odd style with blundered runes 'as' (?). 1-17 g. 
See also the preceding entry.

CAMPFIELD, in North Stoke, Sx. Hill fort. 
(Association with Manchester erroneous.) 
Found in digging foundations (TQ 038112 app.). 
? Type unknown, but 'uninscribed . . . of the most frequent types, much worn'. 1821 or earlier? 
Metcalf 1960, nos. 5 and 6; Dallaway, Hist. Sussex, 1819, says 'coins found . . . none preserved'.

CANTERBURY, K.
E I. Porcupine/'æthiliræd'. 1-06 g. 
Metcalf, Merrick, and Hamblin 1968 (illus.). 
II. Hop-garden near Canterbury. 
O Type 40. 
ante 1747. 
III. Brickfield, near Canterbury. Prob. SE. 
Hackington (TR 160595 app.). 
U Type 23b (bird and branch). 
IV. St. Pancras church, child's burial, near S. wall under added porticus, excavated by F. Jenkins (TR 156 578). 
V Type 7. 1-02 g. Milliprobe: high Ag content. 1975. Dept. of Environment. 

CARLISLE, Cu.
Z I. Type 59 (related to 66 and 23a?) 0-98 g. 
19th cent. Formerly Lockett, ex P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton, Creeke, Ready, and Batty. 
Hill 1952 (pl. IV, 13); id. 1953 (pl. VII, 6); Baldwin Brown, III (pl. V, 7). 

CASTOR, NP (Ca). R. mansio; A-S minster-site. 
In or near churchyard (minister-site) (TL 125985); not in excavations. 
A A. type 2a. 0-97 g. 
ante 1930. Peterborough M. 

CHEDWORTH, Gl. 
St. John’s Ashes, site of old church (SP 047124). 
L Type 18 ('Hwiccian' style?). 0-85 g. 
1856, B.M. (103). 
Proc. Soc. Ant., iv (1859), 9; Metcalf 1976a (pl. XII, 8).

CHICHESTER, Sx. R. civitas capital; other middle Saxon finds. 
Type 44 or similar (cf. BMC, p. IV, 8). 
Hill 1952.

CHIPPING WARDEN, Np. 
'Black Grounds' (R. villa site—SP 51 48), near 'Welsh Road'. 
J BIII, a or BII, c (cf. Ruding, pl. I, 17'). 
Probably 1846. 
JBAA ii (1847), 346; VCH Northants, i, 255.

CLATFORD, in Preshute, Wi, near Marlborough. 
A crossing on a 'feed' to the Ridge Way (SU 160688). 
H Type 49. 
1890-. 

COLCHESTER, Ess. R. colony; little middle Saxon evidence. 
D Type 8. 
1903-. Colchester and Essex M. (556:03). 
Pl. I, 11.

COMPTON, St. (W. Midlands). SO 885988?
A I. A3, 15; type 2a, somewhat barbarous. 0-96 g. 
E II. Porcupine, irregular. 1-19 g. 
Ashm. M., same provenance and sale. 
Metcalf 1966 (pl. XVI, 44).

COSHAM, Ha. 
Garden find, 1, Mansvid Ave. (SU 666053). 
L Type 14, 1-06 g. 
1968. Portsmouth M. 
COVENTRY, Wa.

C Primary Runic, Rly, 'epa'. 1-12 g.
1850, Coventry M., ex Pratt.
SCBI Midlands, 63; probably the coin shown at B.M. in 1911: Metcalf 1977, note 13.

CROSBY, Li (Humberside).
In blown sand, Old Park Farm (Atkinson's Warren) (SE 87921303).
E Porcupine K (Type 6, 'plumed bird'). 1-15 g.
1949. Scunthorpe M.
H. Dudley, Early Days in NW. Lincolnshire (1949), 234; Metcalf, Merrick, and Hamblin 1968, 42.

Dale Hill, see Pyecombe.

DATCHET, Bk (Brk).
Garden find, E. of village (SU 990790).
X Type 31.
c. 1790.
Metcalf 1976b (pl. 1, 4).

DEPTFORD, K (G.Lond.).
(This find was reported to one of us verbally by a third party. It has occurred to us to wonder whether the findspot was really Thetford. Compare the style of Pl. III, 38 and 40.)
(TQ 77 39 app.).
R Type R2, imitation of Wigraed? 0-82 g.
1977-; Pl. III, 40.

DINGLEY, Np.
(SP 77 88 app.).
E Porcupine V.
ante 1712.
Morton, Nat. Hist. of Northants (pl. 14); VCH Northants, I, 255; Metcalf 1976b (illus.).

DORCHESTER, Do. R. civitas capital.
6 or more possible finds: those in Dorchester M., however, are without marked provenance or date and VI may be Dorchester-on- Thames. See also Weymouth.
E I-III. Porcupines (I, D). (D, 21); 1-1 g.
0-09 g. 1-08 g.
Dorchester M.
Metcalf 1966, pl. XVI, 29, 45.
IV. V. Type 49. 0-95 g. 0-93 g.
H Dorchester M.; Fitzw. M.; ex Carlyon Britton.
SCBI Fitzw., 258.

K VI. Type 20.
Sotheby, 14:III:1898, lot 170.

Q VII. Type 35 var. 0-75 g, worn, base. Dorchester M.

DORCHESTER-ON-THAMES, Ox. R. small walled town; A-S minster and see. Two separate finds (SU 53 98 app.); none from extensive excavations. See also item VI in previous entry.

P I. Type 23a var. 0-80 g.
ante 1823. Ashm. M.

U II. Type 23b (bird and branch). 1-15 g.
ante 1940. Ashm. M.
Metcalf 1972 (pl. VI, 2).

DOVER, K. R. shore fort: A-S minster.
I. II. Long Hill (Old Park) cemetery (TR 309430).
Pa 2 coins of Pada (Pa IIIB; Pa III) in one grave, mounted as pendants. 1-08 g.; 1-22 g.
c. 87% Ag; 66% Ag.
1952. B.M.
Rigold 1960 (1 illus.).
III. Excavations by B. J. Philp in area of shore-fort and minster (TR 318414).
E Porcupine A: exceptional (late?) var. (cf. Sullington). 1-23 g.
1970.

DUNSTABLE, Bd. Near crossing of Watling Street with Icknield Way.
Dates suggest coins might be associated (TL 02 22 app.), but hardly contemporary.

D I. Frisian Runic, R3, with head left. 1-02 g.
1852-.
NC xv (1852), 94-5 (illus.).
R II. R2, 'epa'? 0-58 g.
1851. Formerly Grantley coll., if Allen's MS. note refers to this coin.
Sotheby, 21:VI: 1909, lot 23 = 17:XI:1913, lot 154b (not Type 3a).

EASTCOTE, in Pattishall, Np.
On or near Banbury Lane ('Jurassic Way') (SP 76 68 app.).

T Type 9, var., moneta scorvm. 1-10 g.
1950.
British Museum Quarterly, xv (1952), 54 (pl. XXII, 4): Hill 1953 (pl. VI, 28), Pl. IV, 48.

FARNINGHAM, K.
Possibly Charton, where was a late cemetery (TQ 555665).
B Type 27 (Blu, 4 ii b). 1-02 g., pierced for mounting and worn.

FAVERSHAM, K.
Possibly King's Field cemetery (TR 013609).
Rigold 1960, 52.

FINGLESHAM in Northbourne, K.
Grave-find in excavated cemetery (TR 325534).
A, B 8 coins, 2 of series A (Type 2a), 6 of B (Type 27).
1965. Private possession.
Rigold 1966 ('Hoard X'), illus.

FRAMLINGHAM, Sf.
Type 40.
O ante 1885.

GARTON-ON-THE-WOLDS, Y (Humberside).
Grave-find, excavated in Garton Slack cemetery (SE 959618).
G, J, K, R? 8 coins: BIIB, 5 and 6; Type 37 (2); Type 32a; Type 3a (2); R2z, 'epa' (perhaps related in technique to BIIC).
1959. Private possession.

Grain, Isle of, K, in or near, see Hoo, hundred of.

HADSTOCK, Ess.
R? R2, probably; not excessively base. Hawkins noted the runes and called it 'transitional'; possibly, then, a Beonna.
ca. 1848 or 1854.
Braybrook Diaries (Cambridge Univ. M.), 5: VIII: 1854.

Hardingstone, Np, see Hunsbury.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, Hrt, near.
O Type 40. 1-07 g.
Metcalf, Merrick, and Hamblin, 1968.

HITCHIN, Hrt.
X Type 31.
ante 1898. Not identifiable in B.M.
Sotheby 14: VII: 1898, lot 173.

HOO, Hundred of, K. Contained St. Werburgh's minster.
A location 'near the Isle of Grain' must mean the adjoining mainland, the parishes of Stoke, Allhallows or St. Mary's, Hoo (TQ 85 75 very app.). Both coins found 'under an old wall', the second 'on the Isle of Grain'.
1977-.

HORLEY, K.
Cemetery at Horsley Down, near, not visibly near Hertford.

HORNSEA, Y.
Type 40. 1-07 g.
ante 1885.

HOUGHTON REGIS, Bd.
I. Easthill Road (TL 022245)
S Type 47. 0-67 g. Certainly the coin once lent to Letchworth M.: not runes.
Metcalf 1976b (illus.).
II. All Saints Road (TL 018243).
U Type 23b (bird and branch).
Local newspaper reports, 1973 (illus.).

HUNSBURY, in Hardingstone, Np. Hill fort, with cemetery, by Banbury Lane ('Jurassic Way'). Surface-find, within ramparts (SP 737383).

HYTHE, K.
Porcupine G. 1-19 g.
E ante 1932. Birmingham M.
SCBI Midlands, 64.

ILCHESTER, So, near. R. walled town, later burh.
Possible small hoard or grave-find: found with 4 other coins.
B Type 27, BII, akin to BII, 3. 1-26 g.
1956.
Metcalf 1976b; Meaney 1964, 189 (quotes 1953); Med. Arch., xvi (1972), 159.

HYTHE, K.
Porcupine G. 1-19 g.
E ante 1932. Birmingham M.
SCBI Midlands, 64.

ILCHESTER, So, near. R. walled town, later burh.
Possible small hoard or grave-find: found with 4 other coins.
J Type 27, BII (compared with BII). ante 1917.
Sotheby 19: VII: 1917, lot 52.

IPSWICH, Sf. A productive Middle-Saxon urban site.
3 separate finds (remarkably few!)

R I, R2, 'ep'.
ante 1909. C. E. Blunt coll, ex Rashleigh.
Sotheby, 1: VI: 1909, lot 23. Rigold 1960 (illus.).
II. Old Foundry Rd. (TM 16624466).

R

R2, 'ep'. 1-11 g.
1966. Ipswich M.

III. 52, Parliament St. (TM 18724443).

R

R2, derivative, 'ep', broken.
1973. Ipswich M.

IRCHESTER, Np. R. small walled town.
(SP 92 67 app.).

K

Type 20 (has been described as 17).
_ante_ 1898.
Sotheby, 14:III:1898, lot 172.

(ISlip, Twywell, Np.)

This seems to be a misconception. Meaney 1964, 190-1.

I. From excavations; lower make-up of S. bank (NZ 339652).

U

Type 23b (bird and branch). 0-81 g.

II. From excavations, upper make-up of bank, as I.

Y

Eadberht, as _BMC_, pi. XX, 4, without inner ring. 0-71 g.

III. Churchyard (general locality as I and II).

Y

Alchred, _BMC_, no. 13 (pl. XX, 9). 1-09 g.
1850, or shortly before. B.M., ex Revd. J. M. Mason.

KEMPSTON, Bd (?).
The most likely origin, whether or not in the cemetery (TL 031474), of 4 probably associated finds, certainly from near Bedford.

D

I. Frisian Runic, R3.
_ante_ 1942. Bedford M.

E

II. Porcupine D. 0·66 g.

E

III, IV. Porcupine C. 0·88 g, 0·91 g.
As II. Metcalf 1966 (pl. XVI, 32, 37).

KEW, Sy (G. Lond.).

In the Thames near Kew (TQ 18/19 77 app.).

Pada. PIIL; drapery in bold arc but described as silver.
1977?

KINGSTON, K (Kingston Down).
I. From excavation by Miss V. Evison of flat grave 15 in the residue of the notable barrow-cemetery (TR 202519).

D

Frisian Runic, R3. 1·11 g.
1959.
Rigold 1960 (illus.).

II, III. Towards Barham Down: grave-find, perhaps an outlier of the same cemetery but in Barham parish (TR 206524 app.).

? 2 coins, type unknown (lost but associated spearhead preserved).
1930s. Exhibited at Canterbury 1945/6.
Inf. V. Evison, the late F. W. Tomlinson.

LAKENHEATH, Sr:
Six finds of uncertain association. Circumstantial probabilities point to the cemetery (TL 732809).

K

I. Wolf-worm/standard.

Q

II. Cf. type 35, head r./bird.
Ashm. M.

Q

III. Cf. type 44, but beast/beast.

R

IV, V. R2, 'epa'.
Seaby 1977, E. 1128, 1978, E. 238 (both illus.).

U

VI. Type 23e.
Seaby, 1978, E. 239 (illus.).

LANCING, Sx (Lancing Down). R. temple-site.

In or beside the excavated cella (TQ 178066).

E

Porcupine V. If identical with _BMC_ no. 64, 1·25 g.
1828. Probably B.M.
Metcalf 1976b.

LANGFORD (Bd, probably).

Langford, Bd (TL 19 41 app.) is near Sandy and the Sandy finds, obviously from a local source, are associated in the original sale-catalogue.

R

R2, var., with head I. and rev. as porcupine D. Probably 1890s.
Sotheby, 14:III:1898, lot 171 (illus.).

LONDON
Roach Smith in 1852 published engravings of 7 sceattas from London, 'found in the Thames and are part of my London collection'. In the preface to his _Catalogue of the Museum of London Antiquities_ (1854) he explains how coins were found when the bed of the Thames was deepened near London Bridge, and how many antiquities were found in the course of roadworks and the digging of trenches for sewers. The _Catalogue_ lists 13 sceattas, including those illustrated in 1852, but describes most of them only very briefly, by references to Ruding.
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('eleven others, Ruding I, 2; II, 4, 9, 22; and, in part, cf. xxv, 13, 14. Six are engraved in C\textsuperscript{A}\textsuperscript{I'}). Roach Smith also mentions that four other large collections of London antiquities had been formed in the same circumstances as his own, and that three of them had been dispersed at auction.

The British Museum collection now includes (as well as the London finds published in \textit{BMC}) a further 14 or so sceattas, also ex Roach Smith, which were transferred from the Dept. of British and Medieval Antiquities only in 1935. Some at least of these correspond with the finds published in 1852-4, although the 14 seem not to include all of them.

The 'THAMES HOARDS'. Hoards, or closely associated groups, are believed to have been found in the foreshore mud on 2 or more distinct occasions in the 19th century, probably during reclamation and embankment in the E. part of the City (TQ 330806 app.). They are distinguished in varying degrees by a high proportion of base, light, and in some cases imitative, pieces, and rejection, rather than concealment, may be the explanation.

D\textsuperscript{2}, E, M\textsuperscript{2}, N, R, S, T, U A. At least 9 coins (\textit{CA} illus. 7; \textit{CMLA} counts 11), perhaps from 2 sources. Probable constituent types: Porcupine D (100 g.), and (?) another (111 g.) and 'plumed bird' (112 g.); type 23c/34 (not 49) (094 g.); 41b, 2 (112 g., 076 g.); R2 (111 g.); 47, 2 (1, 082 g., broken); 9 (035 g., broken) (types associated in Wrotham find), perhaps 45 (083 g.); just possibly 8. \textit{ante} 1852 (ca. 1849?). Some (7-9), but not all, in B.M. ex Roach Smith.

\textit{CA}, ii (pl. XLIV); \textit{CMLA}, 107; Hill 1953.

K (L), L B. At least 16 coins, found in a lump. Certain constituents: Types 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 23e, 32a, 33 (\textit{BMC} nos. 88, 91-4, 96-8, 100, 102, 104, 105, 117, 152, 159, 160. Possibly also no. 95 (but not 103) and another of type 33, ex Roach Smith.

1860. B.M., ex Roach Smith (not in his earlier museum).

Dolley and Strudwick 1955; Metcalf 1976a.

L C. 5 or 6 coins, possibly same deposit as B. Types: 12, 15a, 15 var., with 2 branches, 16/15b, 23a (1111, 097, 104, 108, 080 g.). Another of Type 12, 084 g., may be from this find or B; Sotheby, 17: XI: 1913, lot 161; \textit{SCBI Mack}, no. 340. \textit{ante} 1897. Ashm. M., ex A. W. Franks (d. 1897).

Sutherland 1942; Metcalf 1976a.

Other reported finds, not already mentioned as candidates for the 'hoards'. Of those assigned to 'Hoard A' the 2nd Porcupine, the 'plumed bird' and the 23e/34 may belong here, while none from Roach Smith can be absolutely excluded from the hoard.


C III. RI. 124 g. Blundered votive legend; looks too good for Hoard A. \textit{ante} 1852. B.M. ex Roach Smith.

\textit{CA}, ii, pl. XLIV, 9.

A? IV. A2, type 2a, or similar. This depends on a literal acceptance of a reference to Ruding in \textit{CMLA}. It is not in the B.M. ex Roach Smith, but something of the kind from London appeared in Sotheby, 22: IV: 1918, lot 3.

L V. Type 15b, var. (i), \textit{siscp} (?). 118 g. \textit{ante} 1854. B.M. ex Roach Smith.

\textit{CMLA}, 106, no. 561; Hill 1953, pl. VI, 18.

M VI. Type 45. 1976, reported from Thames foreshore mud. Metcalf colln.

VII. 'Near London', provenance dubious (but type probably East Saxon).

Z Type 66. 091 g.

Hill 1953, pl. VII, 13. Formerly Lockett, ex Grantley. Lockett 244, but the London provenance is attached to Lockett 245.

See also Putney, Kew, Brentford, Deptford.

\textit{Long Sutton, Li. Almost certainly erroneous: see Norwich area.)}

Malton (Farm), Ca. See Barrington.

MALTON, Y. Eadberht. \textit{BMC} no. 10. 087 g.

Y 1850. B.M. ex Dr. Hemingway.

Dolley and Strudwick 1956.

Manchester (Doubious).

9 coins (Sutherland 1942), untraced, would seem, at nearest, to have been 'stycas'.

See Otterspool.

(Marlborough, Wi. Erroneous; see Oxford.) Both reported finds are to be rejected. The type 31 is undoubtedly a misdescription of the unique specimen of type 62, from near Oxford. The type 41a cited from \textit{CA} is a copying error. But see Clatford, which is near Marlborough.
MEOLS, Chs (Merseyside).
2 coins from Meols Sands, an astonishingly productive littoral settlement site (SJ 2088/89 app.).

E I. Porcupine A. 0-45 g.
1865.
E II. Porcupine V. MO g.
1867.


MILTON REGIS, K.
HOARD, presumably grave-find, in cemetery but found in digging brick-earth (TQ 906648?).

A, B 20 coins: 8 of series A (Type 2a), 12 of B (Type 27).
1916. 14 coins in Maidstone M., 6 in B.M. (Medieval and later Antiq.).
Rigold 1960 (‘Hoard II’; 10 illus.); AJ, vi (1926), 446; Arch. Cant., lxxviii (1963), 22-38; lxxxv (1970), 18; Rigold 1966. The note about series B coins ‘from London refuse’ is a garbled ref. to this find.

MILTON REGIS, K. (separate find).
W Type 54. 1-16 g.

MINSTER-IN-SHEPPEY, K. A-S minster-site.
I. Found at foot of cliffs near Minster (TQ 95/8 735 app.).
X/D? Facing head, as type 30b/standard, as type 8. 0-78 g. app. ca. 1809. Possibly Lockett 241; if not this is the only known parallel.
NC 1 (1838-9), 48-9 (illus.).
II. ‘Said to be from Minster-in-S.’
U Type 23b (bird and branch).
Formerly F. Elmore Jones coll.

MINSTER-IN-TWANET, K. A-S minster-site.
B? The note of a Type 26 (BX) from this site is quite unconfirmed. Neither the only specimen of this nor any other in the B.M. has this provenance. It might refer to an ordinary Series B piece, either from Minster or from some adjoining site, e.g. Ozengell. Rigold 1960.

MOULSFORD, Ox.
Garden find.

U Type 23b-d, in ‘Mercian’ style.
1977. Ashmolean M.

MUCKING, Ess. Productive occupation-site, deserted by Middle-Saxon.
From excavations by M. U. and T. Jones; on floor of large, late Grubenhaus (TQ 668796).

B 3 associated coins, Series B, var. BX, 1-09 g., 1-20 g., — g.

NABURN, Y.
Naburn Ings (SE 597450 app.).
? 2 sceattas, type unknown.
1753.
Metcalf 1960, no. 153.

NEWPORT, Wt.
(SZ 49 89 app.)
E Porcupine (D?), from verbal description.
1759.
NC, 6th ser., xvii (1957), 205; Metcalf 1966.

NORMANBY, Li (Humberside).
(Se 88 16 app.)
L I. Type 12/52 var. (LVNDONIA). 0-77 g.
1970.
SCLI III, 341.
R II. R2. 1-04 g.
Metcalf 1976b (illus.).

NORTHAMPTON.
From excavations by J. Williams, E. of St. Peter’s church (SP 751602).
G Type 3a, imitation with animal-head terminals. 0-79 g.
Williams, Excav. in St. Peter’s St., Northampton (forthcoming).

NORTH ELMHAM, Nf. A-S minster and see.
From excavation S. of cathedral by P. Wade-Martins (TF 987215).
I. BIH, imitation or odd var. without cross on rev. 0-99 g.
1967. Norwich Castle M.
II. Grave-find (Grave 187).
R R2, coppery and corroded. 0-22 g.
1970. Norwich Castle M.
Inf. as I. Pl. III, 41.
NORTH MORETON, Brk (Ox).
N. of village (SU 562897 app.).
E Porcupine, rev. like Type 3a. 1-01 g.
1976- Private possession.
Metcalf 1976b (illus.).

NORWICH area.
Scættas acquired in Norwich, with a presumptive local, or E. Norfolk provenance.
1. Hitherto ascribed to Long Sutton, Li, because found wrapped in a piece of paper annotated 'L. Sutton'! More arguably it is the name of the original owner, possibly W. Lincolne Sutton, of Eaton near Norwich, active in the Norfolk Arch. Soc. ca. 1900-25.
R Type 56. 0-97 g.
1879-. Norwich Castle M.
Hill 1952 (pl. I, 20); id., 1953 (pl. VII, 2).
R? II. Bust/cross with annulet terminals; probably late. 0-94 g.
Bought in Norwich.
R III. R2. ca. 0-97 g.
1976.
IV, V, VI. Very dubious. Noted by Allen as 'perhaps from Norwich' on the basis of 'I think . . . casts in B.M.' (his quotes). Quite unconfirmed.
(C, L, N) R1, Type 12, Type 41b; types not paralleled locally.

OLD SARUM, Wi. Hill fort at meeting of R. roads; later burh. (SU 72 99.)
N Type 41b. If that in Salisbury M., 0-96 g. ante 1771. Perhaps Salisbury M., ex Blackmore.
Metcalf 1974 (pl. I, 5); SCBI W. Country, 246.
Otterspool, La (Merseyside) (Dubious).
Hoard, probably 'stycas'.
Int. Liverpool Num. Soc., 1873, 13; Metcalf 1960, no. 38.

OXFORD, near.
Said to have been found near Marlborough, probably by confusion with another coin.
M Type 62.
ante 1850.
CA ii (pl. XLIV, 1); Hill 1952 (pl. II, 17); id. 1953 (pl. VII, 9); Metcalf 1976b.
See also Binsey and Wootton Bassett.

Ozengell Grange, see Ramsgate.

PIERCEDBRIDGE, Du. Late R. Fort.
Just outside E. ditch of fort, near E. gate (NZ 211158).
Y Eadberht, close to, but not identical with BMC 7, pl. XX, 5.
1977.

PORTISHEAD, So (Avon).
Wetlands Rd., near a R. site (ST 462754).
L Type 16 ('Hwiccian' style). 0-76 g.
1969. Bristol City M.

PUTNEY, Sr (G.Lond.).
Found in the Thames (TQ 24 75 app.).
L Type 19 but falcon in r. hand.
1976-. (Coin not seen.)

PYECOMBE, Sx.
I. Perhaps found as II below.
G Type 3a. 1-10 g.
1922-. B.M., ex Revd. S. E. Terry.
II. Found in roadworks, Dale Hill (TQ 282128 app.).
J Type 37 (pierced).
1922-. Brighton M.
Rigold 1960; Metcalf 1976b (illus.).

RAMSGATE, K. (Ozengell).
Grave-find in cemetery 500 m. SE. of Ozengell Grange (TR 361654). Not certainly all from same grave, but find may have been larger.
B 3 coins recorded, series B (BIF identified); also an unexplained coin.
1845-7. 1 formerly Carlyon-Britton coll., ex Rolfe.
Rigold 1960 ('Hoard IV'), 1 illus.; Sotheby, 17:XI:1913, lot 164, c.

READING, Brk.
10 Jubilee Rd. (SU 743727).
V Type 7. 0-89 g. 70-90% Ag (0-46 bis).
1961. Reading M.
Metcalf, Merrick, and Hamblin 1968 (illus.);

RECUVER, K. R. Shore-fort; A-S minster-site. Some 50 scættas, none apparently from a hoard, are certainly or deductively from Reculver—more than from any other site except Southampton (Hamwih). In general they come from coastal erosion N. of the minster (TR 227694); extensive
recent excavations S. of it, by B. J. Philp, have produced only 2. Some may be grave-finds, but the comparable unparalleled richness in *tremisses* (Sutton Hoo, 1 (1975), 662) antedates the minster (Sutton Hoo, 1 (1975), 662) and there were indications of civil installations (some perhaps A-S) to the N. Half the fort was eroded in the 225 years before 1810, when sea-defences began: nearly all the finds are from this period. The sources are:

i. T. Bateley (d. 1708): 20 coins from his coll. published in his *Antiquitates Rutupiana* (1st ed., 1711; 2nd ed., 1745, pls. viii and xc, suffixed below AR); 19 from the same (not quite co-extensive) entered Trinity Coll., Cambridge, collection ca. 1740, now in the B.M. (Dolley and Strudwick 1955, 36 [but *not* BMC 171]);

ii. J. White, in a supplementary plate to R. Withy and J. Ryall, *Twelve Plates of English Silver Coins* (1756); 20 sceattas, found ca. 1700.


iv. 3 attested finds since 1950. No finds are recorded in the interval, but some suggest themselves, e.g. of those in B.M. from Eastwood, a dealer with Kentish connections.

| A | I. A3, Type 2a; AR/Fitzw. 226; 1-09 g. II. ditto; AR, not Fitzw. III. ditto; WR. |
| B | IV. Type 27, BID, 5; RRL. V. ditto, BII, 10; AR/Fitzw. 251; 1-19 g. |
| C | VI. Primary runic, R1z, ‘epa’; AR/Fitzw. 233; 1-27 g. |
| D | VII. Frisian runic; AR/Fitzw. 231; 1-25 g. |
| E | VIII. Porcupine, diagonal rev.; AR/Fitzw. 237; 0-85 g. IX. ditto, V; AR/Fitzw. 238; 1-19 g. X. ditto, G; Fitzw. 241; 1-27 g. XI. ditto, ‘plumed bird’, J; AR/Fitzw. 246; 1-14 g. XII. ditto, rev. as I; Fitzw. 239; 1-01 g. XIII. ditto, G; from excavations, 1953; Maidstone M.; 1-09 g. PI. I, 14. XIV-XVII. 4 porcupines, incl. V and ‘plumed bird’, K; WR, possibly BMC 57, 69, 74, 1997 |

**J**

| XVIII. Type 27, BIIIA; AR/Fitzw. 253 | 0-97 g. XIX. ditto, BIIA; WR (BM 140) |
| 0-92 g. XX. ditto, BIIIA; AR/Fitzw. 252 | 0-97 g. XXI. ditto, BIIIB; WR (BM 141) |
| 0-91 g. XXII. Type 32a; AR/Fitzw. 254 | 0-95 g. XXIII. ditto; AR/Fitzw. 255; 1-06 g. |
| XXIV. Type 33, from excavations, S. gate area; 0-08 g.; Rigold 1966. Pl. II, 23. XXV. ditto; WR, BMC 157; 1-18 g. XXVI. ditto, RRL, XXVII. Type 52; WR, BMC 198 ex Dymock; 1-03 g. |

**K**

| XXVIII. Type 15 or similar; WR. XXIX. Type 18; WR (BM 101); 0-94 g. XXX. Type 45; WR (SCBII Hunter 106); 0-83 g. XXXI. ditto; Fitzw. 256; 1-10 g. XXXII. ditto; RRL, 7, probably not identical with XXXI. XXXIII. ditto; RRL 5. XXXIV. ditto; Fitzw. 257, broken. |

**L**

| XXXV. Type 41a; AR/Fitzw. 263; 1-02 g. XXXVI. Type 41b; WR, BMC 175; 1-26 g.; Metcalf 1974, 9. XXXVII. ditto; 1969; Bird coll.; 1-02 g.; Kent Arch. Rev. xvi (1969), 15; Metcalf 1974, 15; Glend., 20: XI: 1974. XXXVIII. ditto; Fitzw. 264; 1-09 g. XXXIX. ditto; AR/Fitzw. 265; 0-97 g., worn. |

**O**

| XL. Type 23b/40 mule; WR; Metcalf 1974, 12. XII. Type 57; WR, SCBII Hunter 118; 0-86 g. XLII. Type 38/40 obv. mule; AR; not Fitzw., broken. XLIII. Type 38; RRL. XLIV. Type 44 var. (influence of 45 and 41?); RRL 3. XLV. Type 71, cf. SCBII Hunter 130; WR. |

**Q**

| XLVI. Type 23b-d; AR/Fitzw. 262, damaged. XLVII. ditto, imitation (2 reverses); WR. |

**V**

| XLVIII. Type 7; WR. |

**X**

| XLIX. Type 31, possibly BMC 148; WR. |

**U**

| L. Uncertain (Frankish?); cross/A; AR. LI. Uncertain; WR. |

**REPTON**, St. A-S minster-site.

By chance of minster (SK 303272), from excavations by H. M. Taylor and M. Biddle. Type 27, BIIIB, cf. BIIIB, 8. 0-88 g. Base metal. 1976.


**RICHBOROUGH**, K. R. Shore-fort; A-S chapel-site.

Roach Smith in *RRL* (1850) was able to record only 2 sceattas from Richborough (as against 3 pennies of the 8th-9th centuries). In 1922-39, during intensive excavation within the fort (TR 325162) 7 more sceattas were found, as well as 7-8th-century
pennies, illustrating a shift in relative importance from Reculver to Richborough during the second half of the century, which may be compared with the similar shift from Domburg to Dorestad. Rigold 1968 gives details of the Anglo-Saxon coin-finds but includes a ‘ghost’ sceat based on a mis-placed ticket. The excavated finds were all from the chapel-area or just N. or NW. of it and may be from graves.

A 1. Type 2a, Al. 1-23 g.

A II. Type 2a, A4 (imitative). 1-22 g. (Hill Type 74, pl. VII, 27).
1924-5. B.M. Richb. ii.


J IV. Type 72. 1-17 g.

K V. Type 52. 1-01 g.
1924-5. B.M. Richb. ii (Hill 1953, pl. VI, 10).

N VI. Type 41b (imitative?). 1-24 g.
1922-3. B.M. Richb. i; Metcalf 1974, 10 (illus.).

O VII, VIII. Type 38, 2 die-identical specimens. 1-18 g.; 1-00 g. 1924-5. B.M. Richb. ii.

V IX. Type 7. 1-14 g.
ANTE 1842. Ashm. M., Evans bequest, ex Rolfe. NC iv (1841-2), 32, and fig. 3; RRL, 157; Baldwin Brown, iii, 53 (pl. VII, 6).

The specimen like Type 15 cited in Rigold 1968 is erroneous. The old ticket does not belong with it but was misplaced from IX.

RICHMOND, Y.
Hospital of St. Nicholas (NZ 180010).

Y Abp. Egberht.
1832. Gent. Mag., 1832, 304, 601; Metcalf 1960, 134.

ROCHESTER, K. R. small walled town; A-S see.
Excavations by D. E. Williams, below S. bank of close (TQ 683743).

L Type 15a/14. 1-17 g., looks base or plated. 1976. Pl. II, 30.

ST. NEOTS, Hu (Ca).
Priory, excavations by C. F. Tebbutt (TL 181603).

E Porcupine, ‘plumed bird’, J. 1-24 g.

Salisbury, see Old Sarum.

SANDY, Bd, near.
Perhaps a grave-find, but not in the cemetery (TL 177487) cut by the railway in 1850.

B I, II. of Type 27 (BIA, BIC, BID or BII?). 1897-.
NC, 3rd ser., xvii (1897), 248; Sotheby, 14:III:1898, lots 172, 174; Rigold 1960, ‘Hoard Y’ is unwarranted and the association of Series A coins in the sale-catalogue fortuitous.

SARRE, K.
Excavation in cemetery (TR 261651), grave 226.

Pa I, II. Pada, P III 6, P III 7, II. 17-9 g.
1864. II formerly Mack coll. Arch. Cant, vii (1868), 171; Rigold 1960 (both illus.).

SAXBY, Le.
In a cemetery, presumably Stapleford Park (SK 814193).

N Type 41a. SCBI Hunter, 127 illus. for comparison only.
Probably 1890-1.
Baldwin Brown, iii, 109; ibid., iv, 777.

SEDEBBERROW, Wo.
Casual find (SP 02 39 app.).

L Type 18 (‘Hwiccian’ style). 0-96 g.

SELEY, Sx. A-S see.
I. From beach (SZ 872942 app. or 845930 app.).

G Type 3a. 1-05 g.
ANTE 1950. Ashm. M.

J II. Type 27, BIII. D. F. Allen cited a cast in B.M. (cf. BMC 140?).
ANTE 1941. Formerly E. Heron Allen coll.

— III. Type II (Frankish).
Hill 1951 (‘this [or II?] previously cited as Type 3b’).

SHAKENOAK, in Wilcote, Ox.
3 separate finds from excavations in R. villa (SP 372142), 1960 ff.

K I. Type 32a. 0-94 g.
1967. Ashm. M.
Metcalf and Walker 1967, no. 29; Shakenoak, ii.
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L II. Type 15a. 0-70 g. 1968-70. Ashm. M. Oxoniensia, xxxv (1970), 106f.; NC 1976, 228-9; Metcalf 1976a (pi. 12,12; Shakenoak, iii.


SOUTH HAMPSHIRE.

4 coins, ex H. de S. Shortt coll., were ticketed 'ex Miss P. J. Gordon, Wyke Regis [near Weymouth], S. Hampshire find'. Typologically they could be from Southampton (v.i.), but a Wessex antiquary would seem more likely to have used the odd phrase 'S. Hampshire' for the strip S. of the New Forest ('Greater Bournemouth' to the Solent). Perhaps an unrecorded find here.

E I, II. Porcupines.

H III. Type 48. 0-78 g. IV. Type 49. 0-82 g. Ashm. M.

SOUTHAMPTON.

A. Bitterne, R. Shore-fort (promontory fort), Clausentum, on E. bank of Itchen. I. Within fort, W. part (SU 435116). V Type 7. 1908. Proc. Soc. Antiq. 2, xxii (1907-9), 376 (illus.). II. Possibly Hogsmount (place-name now 'lost').

H Type 39. 1846-

NC viii (1846), Proc., 5.

B. Hamwic (Old Hampton). Middle-Saxon urban settlement, downstream on W. bank of Itchen.

The most productive urban site of the period. First finds (?) ca. 1780 (appropriate types, without provenance, e.g. in SCBl Hunter; perhaps from canal-bed, later occupied by railway); intensive brick-earth digging in New Gaol Field, 1825-55; building-excavations recorded down to ca. 1865; no doubt continued later; archaeological excavations, under various directors, 1946 to date. Topography of finds discussed by Addyman and Hill 1969 (with list of coins to 1968). Mid 19th-century finds recorded by Roach Smith in CA and by E. Kell in communications to JBAIA, 1857-66. Unfortunately Kell's sealing-wax impressions, if they survived in the B.A.A. archives, were destroyed in the 1939 war, as was the documentation of the T. G. Barnett bequest to the B.M., whence a 'tradition' of provenances from Allen via Sutherland (?later 19th-century finds). The sites producing sceattas are (numbers from Addyman and Hill):

1. St. Mary's Church, 1838 (SU 425116) and the adjacent 24, 1969-70;
2. Gaol Field, 1825-55, and the adjacent 14, Clifford St., 1951, and 23, Bevois St., 1968-9 (SU 427121 app.);
3. 6, 7, 9 (possibly), St. Mary's Rd. area, ca. 1856-65 and 1941 (SU 424124 app.);
4. Kingsland, 1947-50 (SU 424120);
5. Cumberland St., 1960-3 (SU 427116) and the adjacent 26, Granville St., 1969 and 1973 (SU 428116) and (26a) Melbourne St., 1971 (SU 428118).

Hoard. Only 2 are well attested. The 'Barnett' group is uncertain; Allen, in a letter to C. H. V. Sutherland dated 29: XII: 1936, cited Types 27b, 32a, 39, 48 and 49 (3 specimens) as forming 'a hoard or portions from it', but in a note written in 1941 he seems to have had misgivings about the 'hoard (if it is one in a true sense). The provenances are no doubt genuine, but here treated with the 'separate finds', suffixed 'Barnett'; mostly in B.M.

A. 'Box' Hoard. 11 coins, fresh, in a little box, reported by Kell.

E, H, K, N, X, D? Types: Porcupine; 39 (2); 49; 42 (2); 41; 31; R3 (?); 2 unidentified. ante 1864. Site 2? Formerly Bradby coll. Addyman and Hill 37, 38-49.


Separate Finds (all since 1946 in Southampton City M.).

Local types:

H 49: Site 1, 1838 (1); Site 2, ante 1850 (1) (A and H 25); Site 6, ante 1862 (1, ?) (A and H 36); Barnett (3); Site 11, 1947 (2, v.s.); ibid., 1948 (2), 1949 (2), 1950 (1) (A and H 79-85, 89); Site 14, 1951 (2), ibid., 1968 (1) (A and H 91, 92, 97); Site 15, 1961 (1) (A and H 102); Site 16, 1962-3 (1) (A and H 94); Site 24, 1969 (1) (A and H 103). Total: 19.

H 39: Site 2 (1, perhaps up to 6) (CA); Barnett (1).

H 48: Barnett (1) (A and H 36, probably Type 49).

Over 20, mainly of these types, have been accessioned since A and H, to say nothing of more early finds, but the proportion of the types in this sample may be significant.
A detailed die-analysis of Types 39 and 49, pointed to a large and complex issue, was made by Miss M. J. Jesson in 1970.

Other types:


B 27, Bl. II. Barnett (A and H 70, 71).


E Porcupines: IV. Site 2, ante 1850 (A and H 38); V. Site 26a, 1971, A; VI. ibid., 1971, "æthliræd". VII. Site 11, 1947, pit 20, with type 49.

K VIII. Type 32a. Barnett.

S IX. Type 47. Reputed provenance, formerly F. Elmore Jones colln.


X XI. Site 26, 1968-9. 'Woden'/cross with terminal annulets.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, Ess. (Thorpe Bay).

Grave-find, accidental, in brickfield (TQ 922855).

A, B, C 8 coins (or perhaps 20?): A3 (Type 2a); BII (Type 27) (2); R1a (3); R1b (2). Analyses: Rigold 1960, 52-3. 1929. Southend M. Rigold 1960 ('Hoard VI'), 5 runic coins illus.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, Ess. (Thorpe Bay).

From excavation by C. M. Daniels of R. villa E. of minster (SK 705538).

? Type unknown: misplaced before any record was made.


STAMFORD, Li.


STONE-NEXT-FAVERSHAM, K.

From excavation by Ld. Fletcher and G. F. Meates of R. mausoleum converted to Christian chapel (TQ 993614).


STOURMOUTH, K.

Near church (TR 256629).

K Type 32a. 1-02 g.


SUFFOLK (West?).

Q Type 64 or 65 (bird and tribrach). ante 1885. Formerly E. J. Shepherd colln. Citied by Evans. Cambridge hoard.

SULLINGTON, Sx.

(TQ 10 13 app.).


TACKLEY, Ox.

(SP 47 20 app.)


TEMPLE GUITING, Gl.

Near A-S secondary burial in ditch of round barrow. Bevan's Quarry (SP 108286).


Thanet, near and in. See Reculver. Ignore speculations as in Rigold 1960, p. 50: cf. Hougham.

THETFORD, Nf.

In chancel of early church under 'Red Castle' (TL 864830).


Thorpe Bay, see Southend-on-Sea.

TOTTERNHOE, Bd.

Garden find (SP 983218).


WAKERING, Ess.

From excavation of R. occupation-site (TQ 945880 app.).

G Type 3a. 1926. Southend M. Jl. Roman Soc. xvi (1926), 230; Rigold 1960 (illus.).
WALBURY CAMP, nr. Inkpen, Brk, and vicinity.
Hill fort on Ridgeway.
8 finds, of which V and VII are stated by
the finder of VIII to have come from
'approx. 2 miles from Walbury and about
½ mile apart'. I–IV and VI are from the car-
park (on or near the surface), and VIII may
also be ('within ½ mile of camp ... apparently
washed out by heavy rains'). These may be
from a scattered hoard. Entrance to fort at
SU 370620.

K I. Type 42. 0-99 g.
1974. Ashm. M.
Metcalf 1974 (illus.).
K II. Type 42. 0-93 g.
K III. Type 52 var. 0-97 g.
M IV. Type 45. 0-91 g.
N V. Type 41b.
1972. Private ownership. PI. II, 32.
N VI. Type 41b. 1-18 g.
1972. Hampshire County M.
Metcalf 1974 (illus.).
U VII. Type 23c, 'bird and branch' imitation.
1974. Private ownership.
Cf. BMC 115 (different dies). PI. III, 44.
U VIII. Unpublished type, with rev. 'archer'.
1-13 g.

WAREHAM, Do.
Type 24a or b, Frankish or imitation (cf.
Aston Rowant).
F 1948.
R. P. Mack reported coin like BMC 118
found at Wareham 31: V: 1948.

WESTERDALE, Y.
Westerdale Moor (NZ 640026), remote from
any known track.
E Porcupine C, Frisian.
1957.

WEST STOW, St.
SE. corner of parish (TL 830703); not A-S
village.
X Type 31 or insular imitation. 0-86 g.
1972.

WEYMOUTH, Do (dubious).
Found on a Roman pavement, Newberry
Terrace; given to Dorchester M., 1902, by
Dr. H. Coley March. Might be any of those
in the Museum (see Dorchester), or (more
probably?) a 'barbarous FEL TEMP', ticketed
as a sceat (1-00 g.). Inf. R. N. R. Peers,
xxiv (1903), 39.

WHARRAM PERCY, Y. Deserted med. village,
Mid-Saxon origin.
I. Churchyard (SE 858642).
Y Eadberht. 1964.
II. N manorial enclosure, in Grubenhaus
(SE 860646).
Y Eadberht. 1975.

WHITBY, Y. A-S minster-site.
17 sceattas, and a further 12 named,
Northumbrian ones, from inadequately
recorded excavations, 1920–8, in the area
immediately N. of the later abbey church
(NZ 493112). All in B.M.; 10 of the 17 are
listed (and 3 illus.) in Hill 1953, but there are
7 more, hitherto unpublished. Archaeologia,
lxix (1943), 85–6; R. J. Cramp, 'Analysis
of the finds register and location plan of
Whitby Abbey', The Archaeology of A-S

BZ I. Type 29. 0-83 g. PI. I, 6.
II. R2, early; obv. same die as BMC 33;
0-71 g. PI. I, 8.

D III. Frisian runic, rough, but looks fairly
good silver; 0-47 g. (broken). IV. Cross in
ring/standard; akin to type 8; 1-08 g.

E V. Porcupine, D. 1-13 g.; Metcalf 1966,
pl. XVI, 30.
VI. ditto, cf. BMC 67; 0-82 g.; Metcalf,
pl. XVI, 48. VII. ditto, G; 1-17 g. PI. I, 13.
VIII. Type 3a, rough, but cf. BMC 51;
0-71 g. PI. I, 18.

H IX. Type 49/48, imitation, lumpish style;
1-02 g.; Hill 1953, pl. VI, 22.

J X. Type 27, BIIIb. 0-83 g. Pl. II, 19.
K XI. Type 32a; 0-59 g.; Hill 1953, pl. VI, 7;
Metcalf and Walker 1967, 35 (illus.).
L XII. Type 18, cf. BMC 101; 0-65 g. Pl. II, 28.
XIII. Type 18, 84, imitation, shallow style;
0-87 g.; Hill 1953, pl. VI, 15.

N2 XIV. Type 23a or 41b/23e imitation (dragon
—not type 40); 0-84 g.; Hill 1953, pl. VI, 20.
Q XV. Type 44 var.; 0-85 g.; Hill 1953, pl. VI,
36.

? XVI–XVII. Corroded and unidentifiable.
WICKEN BONHUNT, Ess.
Deserted med. village site of Bonhunt (TL 511333).

J Type 27, BIIIc. 1-39 g. 1969.
Inf. B. Hooper and K. Wade.

Wicken Bonhunt, near Winkton, see Shakenoak.

WINCHESTER

Only 1 (!) from extensive recent excavations.

E Porcupine, A.
1965. 1-17 g.
C. E. Blunt and M. Dolley, in BNJ xlvii, pp. 135–8 (illus.).
II. ‘Near Winchester’.

1971.

H or W III. Type 54 (?), or 39, which suits the rev. better (?).
Mid 19th century.
From description of a drawing by Roach Smith, which cannot now be found, among A. J. Evans MSS. in Ashm. M.: ‘Half-length figure with staff/Decorated cross with annulets between arms.’

WINTERINGHAM, Li (Humberside).
2 garden finds (SE 934223), probably associated.

J I. Type 27, BIIIb, plated counterfeit. 0-87 g. ante 1949. Scunthorpe M.
Metcalf 1977 (Sc. 1).
J II. Type 37, imitation (?). 0-99 g. ante 1949. Scunthorpe M. As I (Sc. 2).

WOLLASTON, Np.
(SP 910632.)

C Primary Runic, R1x, early, good Ag, ‘epa’. 0-97 g.
1967. 1.97 g.

WOODBRIDGE, Sf.
4 coins, sold together (Glendining: I:VIII:1934, lot 44), which have been unwarrantedly treated as a hoard, and a 5th, like the rest, in L. A. Lawrence coll., which may have been substituted for one of them. It is safer to treat them as separate finds (TM 27 49 app.).

B I. Type 27, BI (compared with BMC 131). Lawrence, lot 193a.

BZ II. Type 29b, derivative of Ser. B. Type 27.

C III. R1 (?). Description suggests good early Rly, as BMC 48.
Lawrence, lot 193c.

J IV. Type 37, ‘plated’.
Lawrence, lot 193d.

R V. Secondary Runic, R2 ‘spi’, obv. die same as BMC 33. 0-86 g. ante 1934. R. W. H. Erskine coll., ex Lawrence.
Lawrence, lot 193b; Hill 1953, p. 106.

WOOTTON BASSETT, Wi, near.
Find previously stated to have been ‘near Oxford’; probably confused with another. See Oxford.

K Type 42. 0-94 g.
ca. 1850. Formerly Mack coll., pedigree to Lord Londesborough.
SCBI Mack 353; CA ii, 168; Metcalf and Walker 1967, no. 25; Metcalf 1976b.

WORCESTER.
91 High St. (SO 855540).

E Porcupine, G. 0-80 g.
1964, Worcester City M.

WRAYSBURY, Bk.
From excavations, Wraysbury Manor Farm (SU 998745).

B Type 27, BII, cf. BII, 7-122 g.
Inf. V. Marchant.

WROTHAM, K.
Grave-find, Quince Cottage, 200 m. N. of main crossroads (TQ 616597).
ante 1958. Maidstone M. Both coins pierced.

S I. Type 47. 0-34 g. Pl. III, 42.

T II. Type 9, ‘LEV’/Porcupine. 0-90 g. Pl. III, 43.

YORK.
A. Single describable sceattas, not of the inscribed, royal series.

I. Gillygate excavations (SE 602524).

B Type 27, BII, cf. BII, 10-104 g., corroded. 1972, York Archaeol. Trust.
II. Cf. Type 37. Not associated with the 3 thrymsas reported on the same occasion.
1846.

NC ix (1846-7), Proc., 10; Metcalf 1960, no. 59; SCBI Yorks, p. 117.

Q III. Bust r., with cross/quadruped, stetant regardant, tail recurved between legs. 0.79 g.
1885. Yorkshire M (missing).


Q IV, cf. Type 35, head r./bird. 0.75 g.

SCBI Yorks, p. 117. Pl. 11, 35.

V. Ebor Brewery excavations (SE 607521).

Q Bust r. with cross/beast passant l. 0.95 g. cf. BMC 165.

Inf. C. H. M. Clarke.

B. Inscribed, royal series. Sites: 1. Gas Works, 1881 (SE 608524); 2, The Mount, 1888 (SE 595512); 3, Walmgate, 1892 (SE 608515); 4, Ebor Brewery, 1973-4 (SE 607521); 5, Cattle Market, 1973 (SE 608512); 6, Bishophall-Skeldergate, 1975 (SE 603513); 7, ‘Roman Fortress’, 1928 (SE 604525 app.).

Y Eadberht: Site 1 (1), SCBI Yorks, xxxix, 1; Site 3 (1); Site 4 (4); Site 5 (2); Site 6 (1).

Y Eadberht and Abp. Egcbert: Site 2 (1).

Y Aelfwald: Site 7 (1). YPS 1913, 73; SCBI Yorks, xxxix, 3.

C. Unidentifiable.

VI. ‘The Railway Hoard’.
30 ‘silver sticas’ and a Roman gold coin. 1840.

SCBI Yorks, xxxi.

Ythancester, see Bradwell on Sea.

ABBREVIATIONS

AJ Antiquaries Journal.
AR T. Battely, Antiquitates Rutupinæ (1711; 1745).
CA C. Roach Smith, Collectanea Antiqua, 7 vols. (1848-80).


A CHECK-LIST OF ENGLISH FINDS OF SCEATTAS

Metcalf and Walker 1967

NC Numismatic Chronicle.


SCBI Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles.

Seaby Seaby’s Coin and Medal Bulletin.


VCH Victoria County Histories.

WR R. Withy and J. Ryall, Twelve Plates of English Coins (1756).

YPS Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

KEY TO PLATES

1 A Castor
2 BX Mucking
3 BX Mucking
4 BX Mucking
5 B York I (Gillygate)
6 BZ Whitby I
7 C Wollaston
8 C Whitby II
9 D Cambridge III
10 D Birchington
11 D Colchester
12 E St. Neots
13 E Whitby, var. G
14 E Reculver XIII
15 E Dover
16 E Stone I (obv.)
17 G Pyecombe I
18 G Whitby VIII
19 J Whitby X
20 J North Elmham I
21 J Repton
22 K Hoo
23 K Reculver XXIV
24 K Walbury Camp II
25 K Walbury Camp III
26 K Winchester
27 K Lakenheath I
28 L Whitby XII
29 L Cosham
30 L Rochester
31 M Walbury Camp IV
32 N Walbury Camp V
33 O Richborough VII/VIII
34 Q Lakenheath II (obv.)
35 Q York IV
36 Q Lakenheath III
37 Q York
38 R Thetford
39 R Norwich III
40 R Deptford
41 R North Elmham II
42 S Wrotham I
43 T Wrotham II
44 U Walbury VII
45 U Walbury VIII
46 U Jarrow I
47 V Canterbury IV
48 W Stone II
49 W Milton Regis
50 X West Stow
51 Y Piercebridge
52 Y Jarrow II
53 Y Whitby (rev.)
54 Y Caistor-on-the-Wolds
RIGOLD AND METCALF, SCEATTA FINDS, SCALE 2:1